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Course Description
Current designs of electromagnetic cloaks are largely based on the use of
metamaterials and on a technique called "transformation optics/electromagnetics."
Free space cloaks require materials with extreme properties and, hence, they are
difficult to implement in practice. However, the theory of "transformation
optics/electromagnetics" offers a useful design tool for antenna engineers, and
enables them to develop novel antennas. In this course, the concepts of
transformation electromagnetics are introduced first, and later applied to the design
of antennas and microwave devices such as flat reflectors, lenses and electrically
small antennas. Novel FDTD techniques to deal with the design of gradient index
metamaterials will be also demonstrated. In addition to the above, a novel design
strategy based on field transformation technique will also be included in the
presentation.
The main topic/technical areas to be covered in this course are:
• What is transformation electromagnetics (YH and RM)?
• An overview of current transformation electromagnetics research (YH);
• Fundamentals of differential geometry including coordinate transformation and
metric tensors etc;
• Introduction of Maxwell’s equations in curvilinear coordinate systems, including
mesh generation, material and geometry relations (YH);
• Formulae and simulation results of sample devices based on the FDTD method
including dispersive and conformal FDTDs (YH and RM);
• Design of gradient index materials and metamaterials including material property
extraction and FDTD modeling of physical structures of transformation devices
(RM);
• Applications and experimental demonstration of Transformation Electromagnetics
in antenna and microwave designs (YH);
• Future Challenges and Industrial Applications (RM).
The short course is designed for antenna engineers and researchers with basic
knowledge of antennas, electromagnetics and microwave engineering. It is also ideal
for PhD students who are currently studying projects related to metamaterials and
antennas.
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